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Pro-choice versus Right to Life
Debaters mention Hitler, back alleys
by Bob Franklin
Tile Uhiversity News
Tho guest speakers addressed the
issue of abortion during a moderated
.xliscussion Feb. 14 in the Student
Union Ada Lounge.
John Glaza, Director of Planned
Parenthood, spoke in defense .of
abortion," while. Lianne McAlister,
spokeswoman for Right to Life,
countered with arguments against
abortion. BSU Sociology Professor
Jim Christensen acted as discussion
leader.
Each speaker gave a 12-minute
presentation before Christensen
opened the floor to questions. The
discussion ended with live-minute
closing arguments from Glaza and
McAlister. ,
Glaza's message centered around
the theme "Choice is Right."
"Planned Parenthood believesthat
the decision to be a parent is the most
long-lasting moral obligation anyof
us will ever assume and this obliga- ,
tion should not be forced upon
anyone against their will," he said.
Glaza said every woman con-
fronted with unintended pregnancy
lias three choices and must be al-
, lowed to explore these options to
make her decision.
"If she chooses to have a child,
then wemust make sure that she has
everyopportunity to deliver a healthy
baby," Glaza said. "If her, decision
is to relinquish her child for adop-
tlon.then she must know that adop-
tion tan be a very loving and mature
choice. And, if she decides to have
an abortion; then' she must .be pro-.. ',. . : .. ,
vided with information as to the
nature, consequences and risks of the
'procedure, "Glaza said.
"According to Glaza, "Whenever a
society has sought to outlaw abor-
tions, it has only driven them into the
back alleys where they become
dangerous; expensive and humiliat-
ing." T.his is, the way it was
in the United States just over 15years
ago, and as a result '''thousands of
American women died" and
"thousands more were maimed," he
said.
"The National Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta report that legal
abortion is now one of the safest of
, all medical procedures," Glaza said.
"I can't believe that a nation com-
mitted to individual liberty could
"seriously consider returning to those
days of back-alley abortions," he
added.
Glaza said he respects the viewsof
those who "believe that God says
abortion is wrong," but added that
these groups must not be allowed to
inipose their views'Onsociety at large
through law. ,
, "In poll after poll, voters continue
to favor keeping abortion legal and
safe," he said.
According to Glaza, "Up to 98
percent of women' who have had
abortions have no regrets and would
make the same choice again in
similar circumstances." He added, "
"Virtually no women who choose to
have abortions see it as a preferred
or desired form of birth control."
Planned Parenthood does not per-
. form abortionsbut Provides women '
and men with. affordable medical'
How.ever, Richards said some
students have been abusing the
system, and the Pavilion averages
The BSU athletic department has 500-1,000 student no-shows per
received several complaints from game. "This causes me nightmares
students who said they were being because I try to get as many people
cheated by tlie department's ticket as possible good scats, which arc (in)
policy. But according to Assistant the Mezzanine and' Parquet sec-
care and birth control, he said. "The Athletic Director of Marketing David tions," Richards said. These sections
use of birth control prevents Jerome, "These students arc provide a better viewof the game and
unintended pregnancy-it prevents' misinformed." " it helps the team when the crowd is
abortion," Glaza said. "A full-time student can get a closer to the floor, he said.
, Glaza said that despite this fact, game ticket at no charge. The student When students do not usc their
Planned Parenthood has been the can also get a guest ticket as long as tickets, they are cheating not only ,
target of pickeiing and harrassment the allotment is available," Jerome other students, but also people in the
from anti-choice organizers. said. community who would like to sec the
"Planned Parenthood supports the ,For most games, 3,900 tickets arc • game, Richards said.
right 'to demonstrate lawfully but we available for students, beginning five According to Jerome, some
oppose the illegal blocking of access .days before the game. Student ticket students sell their tickets to the
to clinics, denyingwomen their right sales end at 5 p.rn, the day before the public. "This shows that they arc
to this critical health service," he. game, unless the student allotment abusing their privileges," Jerome
said. has sold out. said. "Several students also have
While leaders, of organizations Ticket Manager Bill Richards said given their activity cards to others so
.such as Operation. Rescue compare students who complain usually are ir- that they may obtain tickets; I would
their efforts witlt those .of the civil responsible. "They're waiting for the hope that down the road the univer-
rights, movement, Glaza said the last minute to pick up their tickets sity would get photo J.D. activity
comparison is invalid. but there is such a demand for them, cards to "prevent this from happen-
"Thecivil rights movement wanted that it is not feasible. The students ing," he said,
to extend Constitutional rights to all have a week. I think that is a ASBSU Senate President Pro Tern-
Americans. Operation Rescue wants reasonable amount of -t ime.? '. poreTodd Reed said he has received
to deny those rights to, one class of Richards said. complaints from students about the
citizens-women,", he said. Richards said he holds enough ticket policy. "I called Bill Richards
McAlister said current abortion seats to accommodate the students, to see what the problem was, ano
policy is comparable to the mentali- and the rest are sold to the public. then I determined there really wasn't
ty of Nazi Germany. The Nazis "The student sections arc reserved for a problem. In fact, it .scems thar
operated under the attitude that students and the public cannot cross Richards is doing something decent
some lives have no purpose or value, over into these sections," he said, by letting all of these students who'
she said., BSU student Doug Budell said the abuse the system have.guest tickets,
In Nazi Germany, "the Gentians policy is not fair to students. "Their also," Reed said.
first killed-their own before they policy seems to be leaning towards Richards said he has no plans 10
killed others," McAlister said. They just making a buck insteadof help-cnang'e the ticket 'policy.'''Students
killed approximately 375,000rnental-. ing the students out. I feel that I -. have plenty of time to get their,
Iy and physically handicapped peo- should be able to pick my tickets up' tickets," he said. "Most of the time
pie, in nursing homes,' veterans' at the game," Budell said. the public tickets are only in the
hospitals and psychiatric hospitals "I don't see why they sell student . balcony, so the students shouldn't be
around their country because they tickets to the public before we have upset," .
believed such lives were not worth a chance to get them. We'vepaid tui-
anything, she said.' tlon, so our tickets are the most ex-
. " pensive tickets in the' house. When
"See 'Abortion, , page 12 there is a non-student in our sections,
its noqai~," Budell said. . "
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The
White, House
Fellowships' ,
A unique opportunity
for outstanding' Americans
early in their careers to
work for a year at
the highest levels of
the Federal Government
For more information:
Tlie President's Commission on
While House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place, N,W.
Washington, D.C. 20503
1202) 395-4522
. MEDICAL RECORD
SCIENCE STUDENTS
AppUeationsfor the second year
of the program are due ,In the
MedlCa1 RecGrd'Sc1ence Dept.
em. orbefme
MARCH 1, 1989
385-1130
Gifts, 'jewelry, cards, magazines,
posters, housewares and assorted
twentieth-century items of interest.
All this and an espresso, bar.
Five times to contact
Social Security... :
• Toget your SOCialSecurity
number,
, •When you change your name.
~Ifsomeone Inyour familydies,
.If you become disabled.
•About 3months before you
plan to retire. (Ifyou're going to
keep working,about 3 months
before your 65th birthday to
sign up forMedicare.)
U,S.Deportment or
Hellllh and Human Sereces
Sodal Security IIdmlnlslIation
S'P, regnant?, Need, Help?
Free pregnancy test
,BIRTHRIGHT
, .'. 342-1898' ,
AlIllelp Is confldenlial and free
-,-....{•.~,---,,"'_ ..~--"' -
!:tOURS
M-F7am-7pm
Sat 9am-7pm
Sun 9am-5pm
1101 W. Idaho st.
Boise, Idaho
83702
208~344~5383
Contempo~ry Gifts & EspressoBar
The STUDENT UNION &,ACTIVITIES. .', ," .
•INVITES YOU TO CELEBRATE OUR
o o
· '6"· 47tb. ."5. ~
- _~~1tSpJ{ 4)-" •~~~"- , ~ '
• 1942 to 1989
Frlday,March 3rd
CEtlBRI1T/fJ!I
MitE
~
..
. .
music by
tIlR/! & ell/AI
in Union street Coje
J1:45 -1:00 pm
Pfe,a.relOti( a.r ,I
IfYou Knew
What They FeIt'Like,
YoutlBe
Wearing Them Now.
Tourney schedules parking chaos
Due to the NCAA Basketball Tournament March 16, the entire
stadium parking lot will be restricted to game personnel and patrons
only. . '
. 1b compensate for the loss of parking, the rest of the campus
will be open parking. No parking areas, loading zones, fire lanes,
yellow zones and handicapped spaces will be enforced.
Work.shop slated on abused kids
BSU's Counseling and TestingCenter and psychology depart-
mentare offering a workshop on child sexual abuse conducted by
Dr. Kevin McGovern. The workshop, is designed to highlight ma-
jor areas of concern to personnel who handle cases of child sexual
abuse. ',' -,
The workshop will be held March IS from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m, in
the Student Union Ballroom. . '
Issues and problems involved in identification, assessment and
validation of child sexual abuse and ways in 'which professiona1s
inadvertently contribute to further victimization in their interven-
tion attempts will be the major points covered. Sub-topics include
children's eyewitness memory, validating cases of child sexual abuse
and allegations of child sexual abuse. The workshop will end with
discussion of ways to work toward more effective and efficient
assessment and treatment protocols.
The cost for pre-registration is $3S, $2S, per person for groups
of 10 or more and $IS for students. For more informations call the
BSU Counseling and Testing Center at 385-1601 or 38S-1207 .
Students get dinner, awards
ThelSth Annual Student Recognition Dinner will be held March
13. The dinner is designed to express thanks and appreciation to
students who have provided leadership and service to the universi-
ty over, the year. '
, Guests include ASBSU student leaders, Student Programs Board
leaders, student organization leaders and representatives, faculty
and administrative representatives and members of the State Board
of Education. '
Featured speaker for the evening will be Michael Hoffman, a
former ASBSU president and the university's first Rhodes Scholar.
Learn about druqson Channel 27
BSU, along with colleges and universities across the country, will
participate in a nationwide video conference called "Drugs-The
Reality."
The program will include topics such as peer pressure, where to,
get help and why "saying no" is not easy. It will provide a forum
for various opinions and interaction between campuses and students
across the nation.
The program airs Feb. is from 7:30:-9p.m, at the Simplot/Micron
Technology Center and on Connection 27. The first hour will be
part of a nationwide broadcast, then, from 8:30-9 p.m., a local
follow-up panel discussion will air.
The local panelwill focus primarily onhow to obtain help for
drug and alcohol abuse in the 'treasure Valley.
More workshops from .center
. Free workshops for single parents and displaced homemakers in
Boise, Nampa and Mountain Home have been scheduled for March
by the BSU Southwest Center for New Directions at the Adult
Learning Center.
Workshops and groups in Boise meet at 1110 Vermont unless
otherwise designated. Participants need to pre-register by calling
38S-3278.
Nurses learn to instruct patients
The BSU continuing nursing education department is offering
two seminars on cardiac assessment for nurses and other health-
care professionals in March. '
"Making the Minutes Count-Successful Client Instruction: Mo-
ment by Moment" will be held in the Anderson Center at St. Luke's
Regional Medical Center.
The workshop provides an opportunity for registered nurses and
patient educators to evaluate information and practice client educa-
tion techniques such as assessing motivation or the lack of motiva-
tion, educating for success and evaluating results. '
The preregistration deadline was February 27.
To register, contact the BSU Department of Continuing Nurs-
ing Education, Science/Nursing Building, Room 120, 1910Univer-
sity Drive, Boise, 10 8372S. For more information, call 38S-119S.
~Reedscholarship established'
Intermountain Gas Company and friends and business associates
of the late Reed Penning have established a memorial scholarship
with the BSU Foundation in honor of the company's former ex-
ecutive vice president, who died in January., .
Contributions to, the Reed Penning Memorial Scholarship may
be made to the BSU Foundation, 1910 University Drive, Boise, 1D
83725. '
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Program offers degrees for nursing, ,. . .Feds grantwo~kshop money
calaureate degree for staff nursing
positionsin a specialty unit, such as
neo-natal ICU. At St. Lukes this is
not the case."
The BSU nursing program accepts
50 students into the associate's degree
program and 30 in their
baccalaureate.
According to Fountain, there is-a
. tendency at BSU and across the
country for those enrolled in
associate's programs' to be older
students looking for a career change,
while those enrolled in the bac-
calaureate program tend to be from,
the 18-22-year-old population and be
looking at long term goals.
"For-a nurse to expand beyond a
staff-nurse level, most positions re-
quire a baccalaureate or above-
some require a master's," Gibson
said.
munity health care. The bac-.
calaureate provides the graduating
nurse a more diverse field.
The associate's degree allows the
students to get out In two years and
start on their careers sooner.
However, according to Fountain,
. "The two-year curriculum is intense
and working through school is very
difficult. "
According to Fountain, salary dif-
ferences depend on the employer.
Jody Gibson, nurse recruiter for St.
Lukes Regional Medical Center, said,
"Even if a baccalaureate nurse is
working in a similar job as the
associate nurse, the baccalaureate
receives a 5-percent increase in salary.
We do that in recognition of their
added education." .
Gibson said, "Some hospitals in
metropolitan areas do require a bac-
by Dana Cassadore
The University News
BSU recently received two grants
from the federal government, under
the Education of Economic Securi-
ty Act, which will be used to help
teachers in. math, the sciences and
drug education, according to BSU
professors Jerry Young and Richard
McCloskey.
The first grant, in the areas of
mathematics and the sciences, will
.be used to provide a number of
workshops. Math. workshops,
which have been offered since the
beginning of the spring semester,
will continue through the summer,
Young said. These workshops cer-
tify secondary school teachers to.
teach math classes. Young said he
will teach the workshop for
mathematics.
The second half of the math and
science grant will be used for work-
shops which will certify elementary
teachers for classes in science,
geology and biology. These
workshops also will be taught by
BSU professors, including Charles
Waag from the geology department
· and Dewey Dykstra from the
physics department, Young said.
The second grant will help K-I2
teachers in drug-awareness educa-
tion, according to Drug-awareness
Workshop Coordinator McClosky.
.This workshop is designed to help
teachers who want to integrate drug
and alcohol education into cur-
ricula, McClosky said.
The drug workshop will be held
· in Boise, Glenns Ferry and McCall
beginning in March. Tho graduate.
credits are available, and a $52
registration fee is required •. For
·more 'information,' call McClosky
at 385-3490.
by Lisa Langdon
The University News
Students working toward a degree
in Registered Nursing have two Op-
tions. They can choose the four-year
baccalaureate program or the two-
year' associate's program.
The difference,according to
Associate of Science Nursing Pro-
gram. Director Carol' Fountain, is
"The end credential is the same, but
· the years they take to .get there has
to do with career options."
The Associate's program has its.
· limitations. Those graduating with an
associate's degree cannot go directly
to the Intensive Care Unit or direct- .
Iy into leadership and management
position.
An associate's degree does not
prepare students for home or com-
Apa~theid lecture draws _~SUst~de_nts
prisoners are guilty but not to have
enough evidence to. obtain convic-:
tions in court. . .
Skreslet, a member of Amnesty,
spoke about many 'of the. South
African government's "bans." A per-
son banned in South Africa may not
leave his or her designated home
area,meetwith more than one per-
son other than his or her family, write
for publication or make speeches.
Certain organizations, too, have been
banned, and speaking .tlieir names
can put people-in jail, he said. The
United Democratic Front, the Con-
gress.of South Arrican Trade Unions
and the South African National
Students Congress, as well as many
other groups are. banned. The
.Afrikaaner government' no longer
, allows any 'news. agency, national or
foreign, to report on Security Police
actions, he said. All. Security
Policemen can arrest anddetain any
person theysuspect of being a. threat
to the public or to him or .herself,
whereas before only senior officers
could make such arrests.
Skreslet said the South African
.government has, executed .a ·large
number of people for acouhtty its
size and detained many" people
without trials or charges for a: long
periodoLtime. :
and, In the back yard, a swimming
pool and a tennis court. The two girls
lived 1-5miles apart, and the white
girl said that, although she had never
been to Soweto, where the black girl
lived, she imagined it as being the
same as her own neighborhood. The
black girl had been arrested and shot
at by the police. The girls had dif-
ferent thoughts on racial mixing and
intermarriage and even on apartheid -
and whether it stiil exists.
. Anderson spoke on Amnesty's
work in South Africa and other
places. She urged everyone to read
and sign the petitions laid out on the
table behind them, each a letter ask-
ing for a person's release. Pamphlets
also were available.
Anderson gave information, re-
garding prisoners of conscience in
South Africa, especially' those cur-
rently on hunger strikes, arguing. their
innocence.
Skreslet spoke about the attitude
in South Africa, which he said ws
similar to the attitude in the
American South during Dr. Martin
Luther Kin$, Jr.'s time.
Skreslet said the South African
justification for arresting black peo-
ple,guilty or not, and holding them
without trial is simple: The people
making' the arrests claim to know the
by Kathleen Cressler
The University NewsCondom Week called a winner
Each of the 74 people attending
· the Black Student Union's. "Apar-
theid in South Africa" on Feb. 14
.'were handed numbered slips of paper
as they entered. Black Student Union
Vice President Kevin Hopkins began
his presentation byasking the peo-
ple with numbers one through 53 to
stand. up. He told them they
represented the black majority in
South Africa. He asked people with
numbers 54 through 67 to stand up,
too, and told them they represented
the colored minority.
The people still seated, holding
numbers 68 through 74, represented
the white minority, who Hopkins
mid are the people who make the
laws and run the country of South
Africa.
The presentation, held in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom, featured BSU
History Professor. Peter Buhler,.
Amnesty. International's local Coor-
dinator, Kathryn Anderson, and C of
I Professor of Philosophy and
Religion Stan Skesletas speakers.
Black Student Union President Eric
Love introduced the program, and
Hopkins spoke and showed videos
: and -slides,
If apartheid is to stop in South
Africa, people will need to "think in
terms of regaining a compassion for
humanity as a whole," Hopkins said.
. Buhler discussed aspects of South
African history which shed light on.
the situation there. He asked the au-
dience' to consider that a small
minority of whites, approximately 18
percent ofthe population, occupies
the richest 88 percent of the land.
Buhler said apartheid is facism by
another name. "In South Africa .. it
is possible by rumor ... of spreading
revolt, by rumor. of opposition, one
can disappear off the streets for 90
days by law."
. "South Africa is a nation ... which
puts Hitler's Germany to shame," he
said. .
Buhler said, in actuality apartheid
had its roots in South Africa as far
. back as 1652, when the Dutch East
India Company's representative
began stealing cattle from the native
Hottentots and discussed plans for
attacking the population and'taking
the cattle by force. Buhler said there
is a myth, spread by South Africa's
Arfikaaner government, that apar-
theid began in 1948 and ended in
1967.
Hopkins showed a videotape
called GirlsApart filmed by a British
crew in Sout Africa. It features two
irl lack anl:roire-wtme;-~th
sixteen, giving their accoun~of 11
in South Africa. The black girl'
home was not big enough for her
family; she had an uncle who slept
on the living room floor and all the
bedrooms were shared. The white
girl's home had more rooms than
residents, including a sitting room,a
family room, a formal dining room
ment in the past for people that buy
them," group member Bob Franklin
said.
National Condom Week was a sue- Student Peter Kwiatkowski said, "I
cess for the communication ·Iab think people should be aware. I don't
group which distributed 300 free con- see why it offends people,"
doms and had 365 people collect in- Some students said they were op-
formation on Feb. 14 and IS. posed to the event.
People who walked away from the "I don't think this is a place for
booth said such things as, "I don't distribution of them (condoms), ..
think guys really like these things," student Jeff Kezar said. "The issue
or "Canyou see me winning and of condom distribution on campus
walking out of here with a whole jar was already settled through the
of. condoms?" Senate and I agree with them. BSU
There' also were good responses ,is not a pharmacy, it is a place for
from students. higher. education," Kezar said.
BSU student Sarah Shin said, "I'm Student Sean Galloway said, "I
all for this; some people might feel .. feel' they are irresponsible for sug-
embarrassed to come up here. 'Con- gesting condoms as a method for
dom' used to be a bad word that you preventing STDs (sexually transmit-
didn't hear on television three years ted diseases). They have been shown
ago." ., that they are not always effective, and
Another student, Sandy Stewart, people are being given a false sense
said, "I think they (condoms) should of security."
be offered at the university; AIDS is Franklin said, "Our purpose is not
really a big thing now." to promote sex but to make those
Group members said they feel who are already having sex aware that
bringing condom awareness to the STDs are out there 'and make them
public is an effective way to focus on more comfortable about using
safe sexual practices and alleviate the .condoms. "-
embarrassment' of. condom; .use.
"There has been such an embarrass-
by Lisa Langdon
The University News
Peer advisers help students
ORC offers Spring Break trips students to appropriate BSU depart-
ments and services, Sayer said. The
advisers also discuss decision-making'
but not career planning. After
students decide .on a major, ·pro-
fessors are better able to help them
make career choices, Sayer said. The
advisers do more than aid in class
selections, they also help with- general
questions. Although advisers are riot
counselors, they encourage students
to come back arid say how they have
been doing. .
Peer advisers work with part-time
students and sign forms for the peo-
.ple they advise. However, they can-
not sign forms for students only
needing an adviser's signature.
For a new service, the center is do-
ing well, Smith said, and all the pco-
pie involved work hard. Gretchcn
Bakkenson, a full-time professional
adviser, helps students and peer ad-
visers. She also writes a newsletter fl'r
the center, which is sent out to alllhe'
students on file.
Smith said peer advising at BSL'
could not have happened without Dr,
Phillip Eastman, the associate dcan
of Arts and Sciences, who did all the'
preliminary work. Smith said
Eastman investigated many schoob
around the country and found Ih,1I
most schools have successful peer au-
vising programs.
Students interested in the center'
can call 385-3664 or stop by ihe of-
fice in the Math/Geology Building'"
room 102.
by Pamela J. Bolger
The University News
in Las Vegas for two days to clean up
for the trip home. Groups may
backpack or individuals may set their
own agendas, he said, but the trip is
primarily for camping, hiking and.
backpacking. .
The second trip group, to climb
Mt. Rainier, will leave March 25,
spend two days on the mountain and
return to Boise. There is a sign-up
sheet for the trips in the ORC.
The ORC also rents outdoor
equipment for. 24 hours or for
weekends, Johnston said. The rental
service is available to BSU students,
faculty, staff and their .guests.
Available equipment ranges from
rafts and backpacks to cross-country
ski packages and volleyball sets.
The ORC also offers' a resource
library, with maps, trail descriptions
and routes, camping locations, books
magazines and other outdoor infor-
mation, he said.
The center is open Monday-
Saturday 3-7 p,m., and the phone
number is 385-1946.
by Pamela J. Bulger
The University News Many students may not realize
. there is a place where they can find
help in deeiding ona major, planning
course selections or making decisions
. about school. At BSU, help can be
found at the Academic Advising
Center located in the Math/Geology·
Building. Recently, student peer ad-
visers began working at the center.
Cammie Sayer, an academic peer
adviser at BSU, said she feels
students are more comfortable talk-
ing with a peer adviser. She said it
seems students prefer peer advising
because the peer adviser is a student
who has dealt with similar problems.
"It seems like there is better trust
when talking with another student,"
Sayer said.
Cindy Smith, coordinator of. the
center, said she feels students,
especially new· students, feel more
comfortable with peer advisers. Over
700 students are on file, which, she'
said is good for the first· semester.
Peer adyisers are available
throughout the day which helps free
up faculty members. Smith referred
to the center as an ''academic home."
Peer advi~ers are assigned only to
students with undeclared majors, and
students who come to the center are
generally freshmen and sophomores,
Sayer said.' "Once we see someone,
they're ours," she said, Peer advisers
discuss the core curriculum, classes
and the . BSU catalog' and refer
BSU's Outdoor Rental Center is
sponsoring a trip to Brice Canyon
and Zion National Park in Utah and
one to Mt. Rainier over Spring
Break, according to Jeff Johnston of
the ORC.
Johnston said the center offers
trips for. different outdoor activities
throughout the year, Most of the ski-
ing the group does is cross-country,
he said.
The ORC's trips are not instruc-
tional ones, Johnston said, but are
more like a group of friends gelting
together. He said he calls them "com-
mon adventure trips."
Pre-trip meetings for the Spring
Break trips are held Thursdays at 7:15
.p.m. in the center, which is off of the
Student Union Recreation Center,
Johnston said.
He said the group on the first trip
will go to Brice Canyon first and then
to Zion National Park, winding up
OSU plagued by bombs on,near campus
this, since it's a life-threateni lOci·
dent," Corvallis City Poli I. Dean
Freedman said.
The pipe bomb tore t';' large holes
in the dumpster o~!Sfde the Sigma
Kappa sorority on the OSU campus,
and blew smaller holes in a nearby
parked car.
(CPS)-Fourbombs have been
discovered on or near the Oregon
State University campus in Corvallis
during the last month. One of them,
a pipe bomb, exploded, blasting a
dumpster and a car parked nearby.
. "Someone could have been kill-
~d ... we're .definitely investigating
_:~~~~~.' ., ~.-.-'-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-II-II-.-.-.-';-.-.-.~.-.-.-.-';-.-.~.-.-.-.-.-.-.~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~-.-.-.-.-.-.---
Never: move during the semester.
There are three things, mymother told me when I started college, three things
a student must not do during the semester: fall in love, get sick, or ':Dove.So far
this semester, I've done two of them. Between shifting all of my worldly. posses-
sions between apartments and battling the non-gastrointestinal version of the latest
flu bug, I haven't had time to do a number of things which needed to be done.
Well, this is one of them. It's time to bring you up to date on the doings of the
student newspaper. The, first item on my agenda is to inform you that the News
has shifted publication from Mondays to Thesdays. '
The second item is to announce that Rosemary Hardin has been selected to edit
the student newspaper next year. Condolences and/or congratulations will be ac-
cepted in the paper's offices. And now for some quickie opinions. '
March 16is a day of infamy. The stadium parking lot has been proclaimed off-
limits to the people it rightfully belongs to, and everyone who went into hockto
purchase a reserved parking permit this year will be out of luck on that day. This
sucks. March 16isgoing to bea circus,jllst so BSU can host someone else's basket-
ball games. . , "
And then there's the ticket policies at .the Pavilion. We students are paying for
the building; we should be allowed to sit in it if we want to. The policy of selling
student tickets to the general public if they aren't picked up by the strict deadline
now in force is abhorrent, and it needs to be abolished immediately. Students pro-
vide massive support to BSU's athletic endeavors, and it's time we stopped being
screwed by the administration forit.
The game may be over; but legislators play for keeps
long way.off, There is still room for a sim-
mering issue to come to the fore and como.
plicate Andrus' life: Nuclear waste shipments
could turn and bite him, Roe vs. Wade could
be struck down, letting loose the crazies on
both sides of the abortion debate, or the
economy could turn belly-up.
Kempthorne's done quite a number clean-
ing up the image of the mayorship. But that
success is tarnished because being from Boise
is not a great asset in winning the rural areas.
I think hecould make the transition from the
Mayors of America calendar to the Gover-
nors of America calendar. And the miracle
in public relations he pulled in fighting pollu-
tion could be pulled off, I'm sure, by way of
flattering, tough-guy TV spots on state issues.
Try to picture one about waste shipments.
Just try.
A former ASBSU vice president, Rick
Overton currently is an intern for the Idaho
State Legislature.
while serving as Reagan's secretary of the
treasury. It doesn't take a wizard to figure
out that a damaging portion of ChemBank's
loans arc tied up in the all-but-insolvent Third
World. The same imbecile eould deduce
Baker, as treasury secretary, controlled how
those problem loans were dealt with more
than any man short of the president. Just
how much Baker's portfolio grew as a con-
sequence of his actions remains to be seen.
And now, for the first time since World
War II, a presidential appointment has receiv-
ed a recommendation of "do not pass" from
the Senate confirmation committee. In this
case, under the leadership lof Sen. Sam Nunn,
the Senate Armed Service Committee voted
9-7 (straight party line) that John Tower not
be confirmed as defense secretary. The actual
Senate tloor vote stiU remains, but Nunn's ac-
tion opens up new possibilities for the out-
come. Tower may just have to go back to
making three-quarters of a million annually
as a procurement consultant. Pity ....
.... Public discussionis' turning to Boise
Mayor Dirk Kempthorne's chances ina run
for the governorship. He knows hewould be
entering a race in which the incumbent is a
hands-down favorite. But that election is a
None of this should come as any surprise
if you've listened to the conversations
dominating the Statehouse's hallowed halls.
Let me summarize: "Goll' Tom, Ah sure hate
them fellers down there at Boise College."
The power of regionalism (not to be confus-
ed with partisanship) and hatred for anything
Boise in the far corners of this state makes
Thursday's basketball game look like what
it was-a game. These folks with their bolas
and Broncophobia are playing for keeps.
Legitimately, some of them are still sore
we took the capital city .out- of Lewiston.
Frankly, I'm sore we got the prison. But that
isn't the point. The point is Idaho can scarce-
ly afford the fight over already inadequate
funds. Our universities are not regionally
competitve and won't be as long as the
simplest of rivalries has, any say in the
Statehouse.
The only possible solution is cooperation.
Be it from the governor, the State Board.of
Education or through a chancellorship
system, Idaho's colleges and universities need
a plan. Academic turf must be agreed on and
respected, then each school developed to its
own potential without the hysterical fear of
'sw:.. overtaking the other. There is far too
muCil"ttt-stake to put it off. ...
... Ask your local social scientist about the
concept of an "expectation gap." It's a social
phenomenon suggesting when you get peo-
ple really fired up for something and then fail
to deliver, they get pissed. Politically, it means
. failed reform leads to revolution. One could
deduce it isn't wise to make promises you
can't keep. .
But George Herbert "',Talker "Poppy" Bush
(a perfectly capable president whose honey-
moon is. over) avoided that maxim when
making his appointments. The more one
studies the new Bush administration, the
more one is led to wonder about the state of
affairs in Washington.
We have now learned Secretary of State
James Baker held an undisclosed amount of
stock in Chemical Bank's holding comp~ny
by Rick Overton
The University News
The game's over. After a week of Super
Bowl-level hype, the basketball game of the
century finally got played and we beat those
dirty V-people from the north country. Odds
are they'll tear us a new one before this week
is out. Chalk it all up to another chapter in
the ongoing BSU-U of I rivalry. All in fun,
right?
Wrong. The same week Larry Maneely was
counting the hours until tip-off, our kindly
representatives in the legislature were coun-
ting their piggy banks. In the process, they
have seen fit to find some pork. BSU will get
some of that pork but not without a hefty
insult dished on top of it.
BSU went to the public trough this year
with two big-ticket: budget items. First, we
have this great new College of Technology,
and wouldn't it be swell if you would let us
pay for it (cost: $5 million)? Then, maybe
y'all could reimburse us for years of short-
·changing (that's inequity, not iniquity ... cost:
$1 million).
Mack Neibaur saw fit to combine the two
(in his limitless legislative wisdom) and
allocate $5 million to BSU. His logic is the
first year's equity money should go to the new
building. That means we'll have to scratch
and claw to get the same equity money in the
future. Thanks, Mack, thanks a whole heck .
of a lot.
In the process of this developing, Neibaur,
and Co. brought the oldest political boon-
doggle in the book home to roost in our
homes: Good old-fashioned pork-barrel
politics. In this case, the budget wouldn't
come out of the Joint Finance-
Appropriations Committee without similar
monetary Injections for the state's other col-
leges. This kind of lawmaking brings the con-
struction total alone to over $20 million. Of
course, this kind of approach . .....as not
adopted in all of the years U of I was mak-
ing out like a bandit. Hmmm.
Letters _
BSU .Amnesty chapter role
.clarified,' 'News' thanked for opine
Editor, The University News
I would like to correct a 'couple of minor
errors that appeared in an article on Amnesty
International and the BSU campus chapter
of AI (The University News, Jan. 30, 1989,
"AI comes to campus"). Prisoner cases are
researched. in London, not presented. Near
the middle of the article it was stated that the
BSU chapter was involved with two adoption
cases. The BSU chapter of AI is not involv-
ed with any adoption cases. The Boise
chapter is working on the two adoption cases
mentioned. Although the fact that the two
groups have different roles was mentioned
near the end of the article, I felt it necessary
to clarify the statement. The BSU and Boise
chapters are two separate entities. .'
It is the policy of Amnesty International
that campus groups work only on urgent ac-
tions, country campaigns and other Issues.
The reason for this is because prisoner case
work needs to be done on a continual basis ..
Mostcampus groups would not be able to
carryon case work during the summer and
other vacation periods for obvious reasons.
I would like to thank The University News
for endorsing the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Itis indeed
disturbing that the declaration is not'
disseminated. in our schools. The more peo-
ple.know about their rights, the' more they
tan prevent other people from taking them
away. Very few countries give any credence
to the document despite the fact that it has
been signed by almost every country in the
United Nations. .
Cliff Baines
Coordinator·
BSU Chapter of Amnesty International
.Ute It,"'·
...U.
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Hispanic writers featured at theater festival
"A Primary for Writers" will be the topic of an address by Maria Irene Fornes on March
8 at 7 p.rn. in Stage II of the Morrison Center. Fornes is a New York dramatist and winner
of seven Obie awards, the annual award presented for achievements in plays performed off-
Broadway. The Cuban-born Fornes has written more. than two dozens works for the theater.
Among her most celebrated works are the play Fefu and Her Friends and the musical
Promenade. -,
Fornes has been !lcclaimed "for the wit, imagination, and social outrage she has brought-to
Off Broadway." Regarding her talents, Fornes has said "to me, theater is an art and the JI
pleasure of art is investigation, taking great risks and having a wonderful time." In addition
to writing and directing plays, Fornes spends a considerable amount of time teaching and
presenting workshops across the country. .
Fornes' talk will open the 1989 Idaho Invitational Theater Arts Festival for high school
students, an annual event free and open to the public on the BSU campus.
A special performance of I Am Celso, a one-man show starring Ruben Sierra of the Group
Theatre in Seattle, will follow Fornes' keynote address at 8 p.m, on Stage II of the Morrison
Center.! Am Celso also will be presented March 9 at 1 p.m. inthe SPEC.
Celso is a barrio philosopher who, inspired by the grape, holds forth on death, religion, ~
women, wine and song, in an often hilarious, yet touching manner. The play is based on
poems by Chicano poet Leo Romero of New Mexico.
See the calendar and the inside section for more details on this and other events happening
out and about this week. .
Cliff finds' truly offensive
films in Boise theaters now
by Cliff Hall
The University News
This week, something very special: Two
movies that may make the season's list of
most offensive to an audience! Ooooooh,
ahhhhhhi Can you even comprehend the
delectable film feast which' Boise theaters
are offering? I mean, how often do two
movies play here-at the exact same
time-that can insult and inflame au-
• dicnces to the point of walking out?
Quite a coincidence, wouldn't you say?
Not that these films are bad by any
stretch of the imagination. It's just that,
for the most part, they deal with con-
troversial material or alienate the aud-
ience or both, which tends to make
people hereabout want their five dollars
rcturned-A.S.A.P.
At the Flicks we have Track 29, an
adventure in dreamland that tries to in-
corporate the frustrations of a housewife
with a deadly imagination, and a movie
Replacements'
single doesn't
r.epr~sent 'Soul'
by David Lentz
The UtliversityNews
Don't Tell a Soul, the latest in an im-
pressive history of releases froin The
Replacements, is a successful endeavor
which thrives in the tightly 'crafted vein.
defined by the band's Pleased to Meet Me
released a few years ago. That title seems
at last to take on a meaning here, asif
Replacements figurehead, vocalist and
prime creative force Paul Westerberg ac-
tually had discovered a musical self he
was pleased to jneet.
The album doesn't exactly pick up
where Pleased to Meet Me left off; the
history of this band Isn't like that- .' .
calculated movements in.any one par-
ticular direction 'can't be expected from
four guys who began by hacking around
on the Minneapolis scene which brought
us Husker Du and Soul Asylum. This
group's style is more one of mysterious
leaps and bounds and no bounds at all.
Don't Tell a Soul opens with a cut
called "Talent Show.i, Subtle, repetitive,
simple and catchy, it makes it apparent
that The Replacements aren't dealing any
reality that never.lets you know when the
vision is gone. To say the film is more
than a little confusing and grotesque
would be an understatement.
Director Nicolas Roeg has fashioned an
environment full of familiar sights and
concepts and then twisted them into
something new. Track 29 is a new look at
our own world but bent and skewered
just enough to force us to see through
and into symbols and images with which
we have become, perhaps, too familiar.
. Theresa RusseIl (Mrs. Roeg in' real life.),
Christopher Lloyd and Gary Oldman
have created some truly annoying
personages-people you would never want
to know or ever be related to. The actors
strive valiantly to make the odd material
work and sometimes succeed, but overall
it seems they can't help ,but work against
the script. Perhaps it was a case of not
knowing enough about the Track 29 world
the director was creating that threw them,
or maybe they' were just told to "let go"
blows here-They haven't spent their
hiatus studying sitar with the Maharishi
or done much fishing. Instead, it's ap-
. parent that they probably just drank some
beerand screwedaround. They're still
The Replacements. Overall, "Talent
Show" sounds It lot like "Alex Chilton"
from Pleased to Meet Me. It's no sur-
prise, but pleasant enough. "We ain't
much to. look at so/close your eyes; here
we go," Westerberg sings:
"We'il Inherit the Earth'.' is another
song of note here. Again it's no shocker,
it's just another dose of a good thing. .It
see tt.entz, , page eight
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and thus went too far. Whatever the
reason, it's obvious that the styles
clash-especially at those times when the
characters arc at their most intensive
peaks.
And to top off this entertaining assault,
Track 29 is preceded by the animated
short, Face Like A Frog, a nightmare set
!O music by Danny Elfman of Oingo Bo-
mgo, The only question I had while
watching these free-flowing, colorful
images was, "What mind-altering
substance was the animator taking at the
time the film was made?" It seemed to
be a little more 'on the obscure side than
a lot of cartoons, and the genuine sensa-
tion of trepidation that it created was not
helpful in the least in my attempt to en-
joy it. Translation: It was too weird!
Editor's note: Cliff's review of the-second
"most offensive movie in Boise" will ap-
pear next week.
Farneman rounds up strange
brew of new releases '
by Steve Farneman
The University Neil'S
About the only thing these three artists
have in common is sharing a lack of a
win at the Grammy Awards. None of
them appear on the nine-hour telecast,
and none of the three were probably even
asked. They all have fresh new releases
and aren't exactly household names, yet.
Ciccone Youth .
Ciccone is one of Madonna's surnames
and supposedly means sonic in French.
.Henee, we have some not-too-distant
'relative of Sonic Youth, the sinewy.
monster-guitar band from New York. Mix
in members of Firehose and we get
something ,called The Whitey Album.
With none other than Madonna herself
on the cover, The Whitey Album features
not less than two of her songs. "Burnin'
Up" is given a biting, rough and raw
treatment while "Into the Groovey" (a
takeoff of Madonna's "Into the Groove")
directly lifts parts of the original for a
decadent duet. Both covers seem to be
done out of admiration rather than
tongue-in-cheekness.
.The Whitey Album also includes a
hilariously stale, pallid rendition of
Robert Palmer's "Addicted to Love" with
Sonic Youth member Kim Gordon's
monotone vocals-a real hoot.,
Who' else but a band .like Sonic (Cic-
cone) Youth could get away with includ-
ing a track like the John-Cage-ish
"Silence" (that's what it isl). .
Ciccone Youth has recorded very few
songs in the melodic sense. Some tracks
are elegantly warped around a primitive
groove or a guitar pattern, while others
are, less fun. than playing a musical instru-
ment' you've never touched in your life.
The Whitey Album, though, is surpris-
ingly a lot of fun, and these guys pay
homage to their recent influences, experi-
,mentwith rap andscratch rhythms and
make a lot of noise (something they do
quite well). This record is especially
recommended for heavy fans of Sonic
Youth and Madonna. Plus, Ciccone Youth
are more entertaining than. waiting for the
new Madonna album.
He Said
He Said is essentially Graham Lewis
(the bass player from Wire) and producer
John Fryer. Take Care is their second
release (their first in the U.S.) which
follows up the overlooked 1986 import
album Hail. Take Care' throttles toward
reaching a wider audience with a dance
SeeTarneman,' page eight
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eaieslc to talk
Prehistoric stone alig
,Europe wiU be the focus of
show and lecture by BSU AI
Professor Dr. Max Pavesic
in the Student Union Nez Pe
at 7:30, p.m. Alignments in
Britain, particularly Stoneh
Avebury, will be the major
• Pavesic recently visited m~
prehistoric sites in Europe
taught at Bath, England, as
Studies Abroad Program. '
Pavesic is teaching a course
European prehistory.
The BSU AnthropoiD<
sponsoring the free lecture:
complimentary refreshmenl
provided. For more inform
BSU Anthropology Club Pre
Susan Forbes at 376-7605
Faculty Artist Series
to present trio recital
Three BSU music professors
will perform trio works by, Mozart.
and Bruch on March 3 at 7:30 p.m. In
the Morrison Center Recital Hall.
The performance, part of the
BSU Faculty Artist Series, will
feature Craig Purdy, violin; Edmund
Winston, Clarinet; and Del Parkinson,
piano. Admission is $4 for the general
public, $2 senior citizens, and BSU
- students will be admitted free.
Comedy party in the
Ada, Lounge on Marc~ 4
The Phillips Brothers will
bring their special blend of magic,
juggling and comedy to the Student
Union Ada Lounge on March 4 at 7:30
p.m. The Phillips Brothers are
renowned for their bouts of verbal
attack, as "anything for laughter" is
Tony Phillips's motto.' 'And what better
way to get it than to embarrass his big
brother David?
Party with the Phillips
Brothers: An Evening of Magic,
Juggling and Comedy is sponsored by
the Student Programs Board and '
tickets are available from all Select~
a-Seat outlets for $2.50 for BSU
students and $5 for the general public,
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unshaven actors. featured In early films
The Wild One, starring
Marlon Brando as the leader of
a motorcycle gang that
terrorizes a small town, and
Ouadrophenla, featuring Sting
in his acting debut, are- this
week's featured Student
Programs Board films.
Brando established his
rough rebel screen image in
The Wild One, a film based on a
true story. The Wild One will
be shown on March 3 and 6 in
the SPEC at 7 p.m.
The Mods and the Rockers
clash in the streets of England
in Quadrophenia, a rock movie
set in the '60s. Quadrophenia
will play inthe SPEC on March
3 at 11 p.m. and March 8 in
the Student Union Ada Lounge at
3:15 p.m.
Admission to all SPB-
sponsored movies is free to
BSU'students with activity
cards, $1 for BSU faculty,
staff and high school students
and $2.50 for the general
public. For more information
about the SPB Spring 1989
film series or to obtain a copy
of the schedule, call 385-
3655.
I!.
I
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Wed., March 1
Cullural Fair, sponsored by the
International Student Association,
through March 3, 8 a.m.-7 p.rn.,
Student Union Boisean Lounge, free.
SPB film, The Hunger, 3:15 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge.
Museum After Hours, jazz and
refreshments at the Boise Art
Museum featuring The Chicken
Cordon Bleus Band, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Admission is $2.
. Thurs., March 2
Idaho High School Activities
Association A-1 and A-2
Basketball Tournament, Pavilion,
, . through March 4.
Sat., March 4
Party with the Phillips
Brothers: An Evening of Magic,
Juggling and Comedy, sponsored
by SPB, 7:30 p.m., Student Union
Ada Lounge. Tickets are $2.50 for
BSU students and $5 the general
public from all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
Upcoming:
Thurs., Mar. 9
YWCA Luncheon Presentation,
Maria Irene Fornes will speak on
. "Trust Between the Theatre and Its
Audience," 1'2:10-1p.m., YWCA at
720 W. 'Washington. Lunch is
available.
-Amerlcan Festival Ballet, A
Magical Evening of Dance, 8 p.m.,
Morrison Center Main Hall.
I am Cleso, a one-man show
featuring Ruben Sierra, 1 p.m.,
SPEC, free.
Fiddler On the Roof, sponsored
by .the theater arts department,
through March 11, Morrison Center
Main Hall. Tickets are $6 for the
general public, free to BSU students,
faculty and staff and $4 forifnon-BSU
students, children, seniors' and
alumni.
Sun., March 5
SPB film, Quadrophenia, 7
p.m., SPEC.
Mon., March 6
Prehistoric Stone Alignments,
Dr. Max Pavesic, 7:30 p.m., Student SPB film, The Wild One, 7 p.m.,
Union Nez Perce Room, free. SPEC.
Saiaam Bombay, preview to
benefit Boise and C of I chapters of •
Amnesty International, 7 p.m. The
Flick's is located at 646 Fulton;
admission is $7. Call 342-4222
for more information.
Fri., March 3
Folk' Music with Chris and
Jan, 11:45 a.m.-1p.m., Student
Union Union Street Cafe, free.
SPB films, The Wild One, 7 p.rn.,:
and QuadfC?phenia,1.1p.m., SPEC.
AU SPB-sponsored film~ are free to
BSU students with activity cards, $1
for BSU faculty and staff and high
school students and $2.50 for the
general public.
Faculty Artist· Series, Purdy,
Winston and Parkinson, 7:30 p.m.,
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Admission is $4 for the general
public, $2 for senior citizens and
free toBSU students.
Wed., March 15
Charles Fulwood, director of
communications for Amnesty
International, 7:30 p.m., SPEC.
Tickets are $3 for students and $5
for the general public and are
available at all Select-a-Seat-
. outlets.
Tues., March 7
Celebrating Idaho's Outdoor
Resources, multi-media concert,
7:30·p.m., SPEC.
Wed., March 8
.SPB film, Quadrophenia, 3:1'5
p.rn., Student Union Ada Lounge:
Invitational Theatre Arts'
Festival, keynote address by Maria
Irene Fornes, '"A Primary for
Writers," 7. p.m., and I Am cetso, a
one-man show featuring Ruben
Sierra, 8 p.m:, free and open lethe
pU~lic:. ." .
Ongoing:
Maria Thorne Gloddeck
'painting exhibit, through March
17, .Student Union Boisean Lou~ge
and Second Floor Gallery.
Graduate art show, featuring' the
painlings and illustrations of ,
Kimberl~ Wageman, Esther
Oppenheimer, Jamie Soloaga and
Chris Dougherty" through March 24
at the BSU Gallery of Art. The
'gallery is located in 'tile Liberal Arts
Building.. A reception for the artists
will be held March .3 from 6-9 p.m,
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Sidelines
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
,OK sports fans, here it is. The BSU
men's basketball team controls its
own destiny. If the Broncos beat the
U of lin Moscow March 2, they host
the tournament no matter what they
do against Eastern Washington on
March 4. If they lose tothe Vandals
and: beat the Eagles, every thing
hinges on the kizmet of other teams.
What happened was that, going in-
to the weekend, the Broncos had
about one-and-a-half chances of
hosting the playoffs to U of I's three-
and-a-half, the half being a coin toss.
With BSU's victory over the U of I,
Montana's over, Weber and UNR's
over NAU, the tables have been
knocked over. Now in the event of a
Bronco loss at the hands of their nor-
thern arch-rivals and a victory over
Eastern Washington Eagles, they still
hold a 50-50 chance of hosting the
playoffs. UNR will need to win at
least one game on their trip through
the dreaded Montanas, Speculation
has it that Reno's best shot is a vic-
tory over the Bobcats on March 4.
But that is not a given, especially
since they are fighting for a playoff
berth.
After the U of I game, I am not
real sure I can handle another one,
but somewhere down deep I will find
the wherewithal, I am sure. Much of
the buzz around the knowledgable
basketball fans I know is that was
one of a handful of great games. I
know this supposedly objective
sportswriter was Squirming in his seat
and even at times questioning, a
referee's call by pointing his tool of
the trade. That definitely was one of
the best basketball and sporting
events I have witnessed. I am also
glad it was on ESPN so others got'
to share in the magic.
So what can we expect?
"It will be a similar ball game,"
Kermit Davis, U of I head basketball
coach, said. "Two teams really going
after it."
And for those who thought the
Vandals were devastated after the loss
to the Broncos, "Next Thursday
night is going to be different," U of
I basketball player Mauro Gomes
said, "because it's going to be on our
floor."
Win or lose, the 1988-89 Broncos
have made converts and believers out
of many people. The Broncos are
talented. They are patient and
disciplined because' they are well-
coached. This will make a difference
down the stretch.
I have my own reasons for wanting
to see the Broncos hosting the
playoffs, but no matter what, this
group of guys appear to be a learn
of destiny:
They will return.
Gymnasts break 2-week
record to beat B~rkeley
by Jason I. Rosen
The University News
At the BSU gymnastics team's
record-breaking win over the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley Bears
on Feb. 18, 184.65 to 182.45, BSU
broke the old school record set Feb.
4 at San Jose State University. BSU
sophomore Cherianne Calkins also'
set a 37.60ofecord in the all-around
scoring.
Calkins placed second in the vault
with 9.45, tied for first on the bars,
with a 9.45, and, along with team-
mates Cassi Harlow and Liz Seeley,
who swept the floor event for BSU,
placed second with a 9.5.
"It's great; it feels real good to
break it," Calkins said.
Other Lady Broncos who did well
were senior Lisa Treciak, who scored
9.4 on the bars; and Liz Seely, who
placed second and third on the beam
Rob Naumann makes fun of the referees at the BSU·U of Igame
by wearing dark glasses lind carrying ,a white cane lind cup while
wearing iI referee's shirt. Photo by Brian Becker
and floor respectively.
Coach Yvonne "Sam" Sandmire
said she has high hopes for the team.
"We need to start scoring in the 185
range to qualify for regionals," she
said. '
If the Broncos make it to regionals,
they will face tough opponents such
as UCLA, Oregon State University
, and the University of Washington.
"We feel we are in the top fifth in the
country with our top-20 ranking,"
Sandmire said.
"Overall, I couldn't have asked
anything more with our team. We
really need to improve our beam, and
I thought we were a little flat," Sand-
mire s'aid.· , -
The gymnasts will hold their last
home meet against San Jose State
University March II at 2 p.m, in the
Human Performance Center.
Farneman
continued from page five
floor propulsion and certain diver-
sity that gives it a bit of
dominance over its predecessor.
Take Care once again shows
that you can take band members
away from Wire but you can't
take the Wire out of the sound.
He Said remains in the same
minimalist vein as Wire, but
they've also taken a more accessi-
ble approach with this effort
The album opens with ','Watch
Take Care," a slice of industrial
disco that has samples not
dissimilar from the likes of
Caberet Voltaire and Test Depart-
ment. "A.B.C. Dicks Love" (now
there's a title) follows with a poppi-
nessand atmosphere that reminds
me of Wire's great single from last
Lentz
continued from page five
fits the mold well and probably 'is
their most mainstream work to
date. Classic-meek Westerberg
("We'll inherit the earth ... ")
meets classic-cynical Westerberg
(" ... but we don't want it"), and
we're left with yet another stanza
of haunting Westerberg verse.
If you've had any exposure to
Don't Tell Q Soul, it's probably
been through the first (and likely
only) single, "I'll Be You." This is
fair, since "I'll Be You" is a
year "Kidney Bingos." The
album's first single, "Could
You?", closes out the first side
with its piercing queries and
ghostly angst. This superb ballad
could open some doors for He
Said.
The second sideincludes such
treats as the soulful "Not a
Soul," complete with a backing
female chorus and the industrial
new age of the instrumentals '
"Halfway House" and "Get Out
of That' Rain," The CD version
of Take Care includes a Wire-ish
dance floor version of the
Leonard Cohen classic "Suzanne."
The He Said disc is a must-have
for Wire connoisseurs and an at-
mospheric and foot moving
journey for everyone.
Hugo Largo
This art-folk New York band
has a fairly interesting and unique
favorite child of Don't Tell Q Soul,
and rightly so. As a single "I'll Be
You" is an inaccurate represents-
tioruit is the climax of the record,
not a sample. But then, this is a
Warner Brothers release.
This thin skeleton is filled with
songs a little less predictable, and
hence weaker.' The familiarity is
actually the forte of this record;
without songs which cry out the,
identity of.The Replacements, "
Don't Tell a Soul would be a col-
lection of not-so-impressive songs
packaged ill an unnoteable way,
creating an altogether bland
release. '
line-up-two -bass guitars, a violin
and an ethereal female voice on
top. ,Besides an occasional, sparse
'synth fill, that's the sound.
Mettle is the name of the se-
cond album from Hugo Largo. It
has' a grand, mysterious quality
about it with a Pink Floyd-ish
album title, an intense sleeve
showing manatees or sea cows
with boat propellors and an
overall childlike fascination with
the' natural world displayed in the
lyrics.
The first lines singer Mimi
Goise unleashes set the' naive and
curious mood of the whole'
album. She observes: "That turtle
could be a rock/In disguise, fool-
ing everyone/AI1 the Indians know
how totell/They're so smart/They
. touch the ground and feel it
move/That excites me. ".
Mettle is more laid back in its
ramblings and doesn't have the
same underlying tension which
characterized Hugo Largo's
outstanding debut Drum which
was co-produced by R.E.M.'s J.M.
Stipe. Their sound will need a few
changes to keep them in the
musical eyes of the public and
prevent them from rehashing
themselves.
Lady cagers
down three,
head to NAU
by Jason I Rosen
The UniversityNews
The past two weeks have been slow
for the BSU women's basketbal1
team. On Feb. 24, the Lady Broncos
lost their third straight game, this
,time to Montana State University,
48-55. Top scorer for BSU was Shel-
ly Stoican with 10 points.
On Feb. 22 the Broncos suffered
another loss to Big SKy Conference-
leader University of Montana,
82-66. The Broncos outscored Mon-
tana 40-33 in the second half, but it
was not enough. Bronco top
scorers were Jocelyn Pfeifer and Jan
Eckland with 12 points. Freshman
Kathy "Kasha" Ward played 13
minutes and had 7 rebounds.
The Lady Broncos will travel to
Northern Arizona University March
2.
Sportscene
Tidbits from
Tom's notebook
by Tom Lloyd
The University News'
The BSU men's tennis team
downed Montana State University
5--4while the women beatiSU 7-2 in
Pocatel1o Feb. 25.
Lee Galway and Pablo Bracxho
won their singles .rnatches, then
teamed to take their doubles in
leading the Broncos. Watse Kroh was
the other BSU singles winner. Mike
Parker and Mike Harvey took-their
doubles match to round out the
men's scoring.
For the women,Teri Croson,
Diana Rogers, Sarah Shin and Vicki
Boas tooks their singles matches.
Croson teamed with Ronna Rhodes,
Boas with Deirdre Dunfry, arid Shin
with Sheri Cole to sweep the doubles.
Both teams are in action Feb.
26, with the men going against ISU
and the women. MSU.
Theythen travel together to Reno,
Nev., to play UNR and San Francisco
State University on March 4 and 5.
• • •
The Intermountain Track and
Field Championships were held Feb.
25 in Pocatello with the women
finishing second and the men third.
For the women, Crystal Young
won the 55-meter hurdles in an 8.17
second time, while Kathy Karpel
clocked a 5:00.53 in the mile.
Byron Canty raced to a 7.55 se-
cond 55-meter hurdle victory for the
men, with Matt Thylor pole vaulting
15-7 and Cliff Dillard leaping 7-1 in
the high jump to win.
Both teams travel' to Moscow
March 3-4 for the Big Sky Indoor
Track and Field Championships.
• • •
The BStJ wrestling team IS In
Tempe, Ariz., wherc Arizona State
University is hosting the PAC-1O
Conference X'hampionships Feb.
26-27. BSU's dual record to date is
4-10 overal1 and 2-6 in Pac-1O
•'competition.
• •
Tina Harris-of Frances W. Parker
HighSchool in' San .Diego, Calif.,
signed a national letter of inient to
play volleyball at BSU.
BSU Vol1eybal1 Coach Darlene
, Bailey said Harris was ranked as one
of the top.50 high school players in
1988. A 6-0 outside and middle hit-
ter. Harris was an all-stater in 1987
arid 1988 and MVP in the Coastal
League. Her high school team won
the Divisioll I-A' California State
High School Championship in'1987
and 1988.
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Beating'them- at the Big, One: BSU over U of I, ISU -c-, -.../
by'TornLloyd ' "I'm from the south, and until
The University News three years ago I didn't realize this
kind of basketball went on in this
That swath cut through theBig: league, and I've followed basketball
Sky'.Conference is painted orange as close as anybody in this country,"
and blue by ateam no one but tbe ,p OfT Head Basketball Coach Ker-
hardiest of the faithful would believe mit Davis said. "It's a secret, and it's
could do it. And to add whipped .'aweIl-kept secret up here.lthink the
cream to the accomplishment,' a:na- .pecple all over the country had to be
tional audience watched via ESPN, , impressed with the two teams, the
and a record-setting' 12,42~ faris . fans and the facility," Davis said.
watched in the Pavilion.' . ,It was a treat for any basketball
The season is not over and 'the Big fan. From the opening tip, the score
. Sky Conference championship is still. seesawed back and forth until U of
not decided, but BSU's 6)-61 victory I's': Ricardo Boyd buried a three-
over the Uof I Vandals Feb. 23 and pointer to give the halftime edge to
their Jollow-up.65-53 lacing of the 'the' Vandals 34-31. But then what
ISU Bengals two nightslater put the every U of I opponent fear's began
Broncos in iheBig,Sky'priv.er's seat happening to the Broncos. The Van-
going into the final week of regular dais opened up a nine-point lead and
conference play. -" appeared to be rapidly pulling away.
BSU's northern sister school rolled Bronco Head Coach Bobby Dye
into town mid-weeksupporting a 21-4 quickly called a time out.
overall record, but more important- ' "I thought we were very tentative
ly an 11-2conference mark; tied with at that time, and I wanted us to get
the Broncos at 10-2. It.was a dream on the attack again," Dye said.
jnatchup for ESPN and the Big sky "What's critical is not the spurt, but
Conference as it let America know how we reacted to it:"
about the intensity of basketball in The Broncos reacted the only way
the conference. .they know how.
;.....
U of I's Riley Smith (30) and James Fitch (33) tryto keep BSU's Chris Childs
from' making a basket during the Big One in the Pavilion Feb. 23.
. Photo by Mark P. Jonos
"Coach said we had to dig in and
play defensively, " BSU forward
Wilson Foster said.
Defense then created other oppor-
tunities for the Broncos.
"The biggest thing is we started re-
bounding down the stretch," BSU's
Brian King said, "because they are so
tough inside."
Davis agreed in the post-game in-
terview: "The key to the gamewas re-
bounding," he said.
Of course, when that happens, of~
fensivepoint production and then the
fans follow.Although Dye said, "The
crowd was very involved," and other
Bronco fans felt the noise helped
make a difference, Uof I's Riley
'Smith said he felt differently.
"I don't think the crowd affected
us at all," Smith said. "If you're
ready to play, nothing should affect
you."
However, he did agree that "yes,"
it was r'ie most exciting game he had
played in, and "yeah, it was big
time."
The Broncos finally caught the
thoroughbreds from Moscow when
King hit a three-pointer from deep in
the corner, seconds after missing
from the top of the key and then get-
ting his own rebound.
"I think I was so mad about miss-
ing that first one," King said of his
shot, which knotted the score at
53-all just under the five-minute
mark, "it had to go in."
The tide had turned.
"We didn't do the things we had
to do down the stretch," Davis said.
"We lost our poise, bui credit Boise
.State. " .
Defense and discipline paid off
again. Tied once more at 58, the Van-
dals threw the ball away twice.
"They were just trying to do B
before A," Foster said. "They took
their eye off the ball."
That's all the Broncos needed.
Chris Childs canned four free throws
and Jon Johnson nailed one to give'
BSU all the margin they needed.
"It's special," Foster said. "All
season .long everybody said we
couldn't, we couldn't: .. this team has
more talent ... this team is big-
ger. .. In a way I'm glad we weren't
picked first or we probably would
have been lackadaisical, wouldn't
work as hard.
"This way it's kind of special when
nobody thinks you're going to ac-
complish something. Then you go
out and put yourself in great condi-
tion to do somethirig," Foster said.
. The next thing they had to do was
face ever-pesky ISU and their visions
of upset. The Bengals were a
preseason pick alongside the Bron-
cos midway in the pack, and through
recruiting ISU was considered a dark-
horse shot.
Hard times befell BSU's eastern
sister school. Theseason could be
BSU senior center Brian Sperry looks fora way around ISU's Steven Garrity
during the BSU·ISU game Feb •.25. Photo by Brion Becker
salvaged with a victory which might
also put them in contention for a
postseason playoff berth. They
hoped the Broncos would be emo-
tionally drained after the tussle with
the Vandals.
Not on this evening. Three BSU
players might be saying goodbye to
the home crowd if they didn't get the
playoffs here. Brian Sperry, Wilson
Foster and Chris Childs received
Bronco clocks each with a team pic-
ture, but more importantly the heart-
felt thanks of 11,872 fans that af-
fected fan and player alike. Goose
bumps were prevalent, and handker-
chiefs were in demand.
"They should have it separate,"
Sperry said.
Childs agreed, "It's hard:" .
But leave it to the pragmatic Foster
to turn the attention to the task at
hand.
"It 'wasn't that hard (to get emo-
tionally ready)," Foster said. "We
knew all along it was a big game."
The Broncos had to win their final
regular-season game to ensure the
showdown March 2 in Moscow.
"There was no waya team was go- '
Ing to come into our place and we'd
let them beat us," Childs said.
BSU streaked to a quick 9-0 lead
and coasted to a 28-23 halftime
margin. But the second half was time
for business.'
"We gave up a lot of easy shots in
the first hair,' Foster said. "We
wanted to limit them in the second
half."
"We had a bad spurt where we had
several turnovers in a row and the
crowd got in the game," ISU Head
Basketball Coach Jim Boutin said.
"We took a time out and they still got
in the game, By the time we could get
the baby stopped, we were down too
. many ·points. It's kind of a familiar
ring. Boise is so patient, so deliberate,
so disciplined," .' .
The Broncos held a 20-point cush-
ion until near the end, when Dye
c1caredthe bench and the Bengals hit
three straight three-pointers.
When Boutin walked into the in-
terview room after the game, he con-
gratulated the three graduating Bron-
co seniors.
"Nice win, guys," Boutin said as
he shook .their hands. "Glad you
guys are graduating. Get.out of town,
will ya?"
They will. The Broncos will travel
to Moscow for the March 2 rematch
with the U of! Vandals. But no mat-
ter what the outcome is, the regular '
season will not close until the Bron-
cos face the Eastern Washington
University Eagles. Both games are set
for 7:30 PSf.
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Students patrol at B~gus
by Jeff Faulkner
The University News
I. --..
\
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B-ogusmeans great snow
by Lisa Langdon
The University News
Bogus Basin Recreation Area is
having a good turnout this year. Ac-
cording to Mobray Brown, Director
of Marketing, "We're having a real-
ly good year. The snow conditions
couldn't be better."
Ski rentals arc $13 per adult for a
full day, $9 for children 11and under
and $7 for preschoolers. For a half
day, from Ip.m. till closing ski ren-
tals cost $12 for adults, $9 for
children, and, from 5 p.m. until clos-
ing, adults pay $11 and children $7.
, ",Bogus Basin is open 9 a.m.-l0 p.m.
weekendsand holidays and 10a.m.-IO
p.rn. weekdays.
There are 45 named runs and 6
double chair lifts. Full-day lift tickets
cost $20 for adults, $15 for children
and $7 for preschoolers. Half day
tickets, from I p.m.-IOp.m. run $18
for adults, $13for children and $7 for
preschoolers. Senior citizens pay
children's rates. The Bitterroot Route
is $6 for everyone on Saturdays and
Sundays.
Season passes cost $260 per adult,
$160 per child and' SSS for
preschoolers and can be purchased at
Bogus Basin, 2405 Bogus Basin Rd.
or at the ticket office on the
mountain.
According to Brown, "Wehave one
of the biggest ski schools in the
Northwest. ",Ski lessons will be given
for four days over spring break and
cost $30 for adults and children.
Private lessons are offered any
lime. Snowboard skiing and cross-
country lessons also arc provided at
Bogus Basin.
"The season starts and closes
depending upon snow conditions, "
Brown said, "starting in December
and ending in April."
Skiers'go forday·glogear
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
I .....
A wide variety of colors, especial-
ly bright day-glo colors, can be seen
in this year's ski fashions, according
to Phil Mannlein of McU Sports on
Bogus Basin Road.
In recent years, skiers seem to have
become more color conscious, em~
phasizing trendy, sporty and bright-
colored outfits, Mannlein said. Col-
or coordinating-matching skis,
poles, boots, bindings, pants, jackets
and'hats-is more prevalent than in
the past. Often opting for day-glo
colors from yellow,to aqua, skiers are
buying "something to be seen in,"
Mannlcin said.
These outfits most commonly con-
sist of a variety of layered garments,
with not so much of a tailored look,
Mannlein said.
However, ,according to Marcy
Mundy of Bob Greenwood's Ski
Haus, which also is on,Bogus Basin
Road, one-piece suits are popular this
year because thcy are comfortable
and easy to wear.
Mundy also said bright-colored
outfits arc extremely popular this
year. She said she found it interesting
that this year, unlike in the past, men
are wearing more shocking pink-
colored outfits. Men wear pink more
often than women, and their clothing
racks arc filled with more brightly
colored clothing than the women's,
Mundy said.
The old ski stand-bys, such as
thick, regularly colored' thermal
garments, are still available and sell
regularly, Mundy said.
, The more-popular layered look
often includes an outer shell, which
is a water- and wind~proof jacket,
Mundy said. Other garments arc
added beneath in accord with
weather conditions, she said.
Ski tights also arc popular this
year,Mundy said. More popular with
women than men, tights hug legs
tightly but add little warmth.
However, tights breathe well and
allow for more freedom of move-
ment, she said. Among men, tights
arc preferred for cross-country ski-
ing, she said.
Knit ear-flap hats are commonly
seen ,on the slopes, Mundy said.
These trendy items are warm and tie
under the chin. Brightly colored
gloves with zip-out liners for
lightweight spring skiing and heavy
warmth ,in the winter also' are
popular, she said.
Mundy said snowboarders prefer
wilder colors. Their clothing
preferences, are commonly eye-
shattering combinations of colors
which are very trendy, she said. Red
items may be mixed with neon green
ora little turquoise, and according to
Mundy, these colors look surprising-
ly good together.
Snowboarders prefer oversized
clothing for comfort and style, and
"They go to the extreme," she said.
A'three·hourradius of ski slopes, trails
by Bob Franklin
The University News
Brundage is open from 9 a.m, to and Twin Falls.
4 p.m, on weekends and 10 a.m. to For more information about
4 p.m. on weekdays. Daily ski passes Pomerelle, call 638-5599.
cost $15 on weekdays and $18 on Soldier Mountain is two hours
weekends and holidays. ,Half-day from Boise and is located near Fair-
passes can be purchased for $15 on field on Highway 20. It is .open
weekends and holidays and $12 on Thursday and Friday from 10a.m. to
weekdays. .Rates are, lower, for 4 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday,
children, and those under 6 are ad- from 9:30 a.m, to 4 p.m. A daypass
mitted free. Day care also is available. costs $14; a half-day, pass, $10.
Ski equipment can be rented Owner, Claude Hinkle, who
separately or in sets. A complete set bought Soldier Mountain, last year,
'of skis, boots and poles costs $12 for said the heavy snow this season is
a day and $9 for a half day. drawing lots of skiers to the slopes. .,
Skiers can enjoy overnight accom- Hinkle said Soldier Mountain has
modations at one of McCall's motels, " 36 ski .runs, approximately half of
condominiums, bed-and-breakfast which are for beginners and the other
inns or cabins. ' half for intermediate and advanced
For more information on Brun- skiers.
dage, call 634-4151. Equipment rentals and skiing
Pomerelle, located just off State lessons both are available at Soldier
Highway 77 near Albion, has 17 ski Mountain. A complete ski equipment
runs and is two-and-a-half to three package costs $10, and a, 1Yz hour
hours from Boise. It is open from 10 group ski lesson costs $10. Private
a.m, to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through -lessons start at $15 an hour.
Sunday. Night skiing is available For more information on Soldier "
from 4:30 p.m, to 10 p.m. Thesday Mountain, call 764-2300.
through Saturday. Anthony Lakes, located off In-
Pomerelle has some of the lowest terstate 84 northwest of Baker, Ore.,
prices in the area. A full-day pass also is within a three-hour drive from
costs $15, a half-day pass costs $12;" Boise.
a night pass, $11.Mid-week discount According to resort Manager Jim
rates also are available during much , Patton, Anthony Lakes is famous for
of the season. During these periods, its powder snow and high base eleva-
a day pass costs $7; a night pass, $5. tion of 7,100 feei.It' offers 12
Equipment rentals and skiing downhill runs as well as several cross-
lessons also are available at, country trails, he said.
Pomerelle. A complete ski equipment Anthony Lakes is open Thesday
package comes to $12, and one-and- through Sunday, and Monday
a-half hour group, lessons cost $12. holidays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.rn. All-
Private lessons can be arranged arid day ski passes cost $15 and half-day
start at $25' an hour. ' passes, $11.Complete all-day equip-
According to Jody Anderson, area ment rentals cost $13 and half-day,
manager, Pomerelle offers a rental $9. Group lessons cost $8 an hour,
and class lesson package that i&par- and private lessons start at $16.
ticularly popular with beginning Patton said nursery, services, arc
skiers. The package includes skis, available on weekends. ..
boots, poles and a class lesson for Skiers can find overnight accorn-
$17, she said. modations in nearby North Powder
Anderson said the last two years or Baker.
have been record-breaking ones for For more information on Anthony
Pomerelle, and the management ex- Lakes; call (503) 856-3277.
peets to do well this year, too.
Overnight lodging is avialable in
the nearby towns of Burley, Rupert
Oross-ccuntry otters.altematlve terrain
by JamesL. ~incnid
The University News
Cross-country skiing is an easy,
entertaining and inexpensive form of
winter recreation, and Idaho is,
tailored for this prototype of modern
downhill skiing. . '
"This was the original type of ski-
ing," according to Brian Goffin,
salesclerk at Idaho Mountain Tour-
ing. 'Ibday's sport of downhill skiing
, was developed from' cross-country,
which was originally designed as a
method of transportation, Goffin
said.
"There arc three types of cross-
country skiing. Thuring on flats and
rolling hills, skating on a smooth,
groomed track, and telemarking;
which isa downhill style," Goffin
said.
All three methods use waxable or
non-waxable skis, he said. "WllXlIble
skis have a kick-pocket built on the
bottom, of the ski under the foot,"
Goffin said, "which is waxed to cling
to the snow. The tips and tails are
waxed to glide."
Various waxes are used, according
to temperature ranges and snow con-
sistencies, Goffinsaid. When skiing
through large, sunny areas and then
'shady arcasone might have to change
wax in mid-tour, he added.
Non-waxable skis have a pattt;rn
built into the ski which clings to the
snow without waxing, and the tips
and tails arc waxed for glide, Goffin
said;
Other than skis, the,Skier needs
boots, poles, bindings and, warm,
layered clothing, Goffin said. "You
normally dress lighter than for
downhill skiing because (altholjgh'
YO\!do not have to) you expend more
ener8¥ when cross-country ski-
ing, "he said.
"Skate skiing is like ice skating,"
Goffin said. "It gives you' a really
"goodworkout, and yOIlcan go so fast '
it gets pretty wild." Tour skiing is
done at one's own pace and the skier
can just shuffle around. lClemarking ,
allows skiers to go downhill at their
own rates, he said.
"Although you don't have to work
up a heavy sweat," Goffin said, "you
do need flexibility in your legs."',
Skiers actively involved in cross-
country skiing should train like run-
ners or cyclists, Goffin added.
"It's like jogging," Goffin said.
"You just have to get your arms and
legs working together."
People enjoy cross-country skiing
because of its "simplicity, low cost
and the variety pf areas where you
can usc crosso<:ountryski gear," Gof-
fin said. "You don't have to have a
mountain to cross-country. You can
ski on the Greenbelt.' ~
"The beginning skier can learn to
tour in half an hour, " Goffin said,
"and in two hours he will be moving
pretty good."
Many placeS,inciuding' Bogus
Basin and BSU, offer lessons, Gof-
fin said. In January, 3,000 people at-
tended an introductory cross-country ,
ski class organized by the Boise Parks
artd Recreation Department, he said.
''A vadetyfltrails are available to
suit the skier'1tbility," Goffin said.
As examples,Goffin listed a 2.5-mile-
long beginner's trail at-Idaho City
lind the advanced 4.5-mile-loilg Dou-
ble Dip:Loops at Gold Fork; ,ncar
Cascade. ' " ,
There are several cross-country ski
, 'areas ,close to Boise. "Bogus Basin,
Idaho City, Cascade and the Little
Ski Hill and Ponderosa State Park in
McCall are all good, "he said. '
"You can cross-country at Bogus
for $3 per day, and the park-and-ski
'season parking stickers .for other
areas cost $10," Goffin said.
Prices fOLnewcross-country ski
gear start at about $185 for a package
which includes skis, boots, poles and
bindingS; Goffin said.
Cross-country ski equipment can
be purchased or rented from several
local.sportlng goods stores, Gof!!n
said, including Idaho Mountain
,Touring, which rents ski gear
packages for $9-$12 per day.
Jeff Johnston of BSU's Outdoor
, Rental Center said the ORC rents
waxless track ski package~ for $5.50
per day to students with activity
cards. Telemark skis rent for $7.50
per day to students. There also are
special rates for alumni, faculty and
guests at the center, Johnston said.
The rental center \lIsooffers gators
and overmitts as ski accesso'ries,
Johnston said.
"We have a library, video tapes,
maps and information for beginning
and advanced skiers," Johnston said.
!'We also sell Park-and-Ski passes."
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party that searched 48 hours non-
stop for a lost skier earlier, this
season., " '
Bill Weber and Nick Peck are two Weber said patrols also have pro-
of the five BSU students currently blems with "daredevil" skiers who
working on the Pro Patrol at Bogus ski' dangerously fast Jn the dark or
Basin, Pro Patrol, otherwise known' disturb other skiers. Peck said pass-
as ski patrol, monitors Bogus Basin pulling and lecturing usually follow
for potential dangers, and such incidents.
emergencies. ' When patrols are not dealing with
Weber, a Pro Patrol veteran, said 'emergency situations, Peck-said they The accessibility of Bogus Basin
he is in his fourth season at Bogus. ' generally try to help keep skiers hap-' makes skiing at that quality facility
"It's hard to turn down a job where py. This includes walking eager extremely popular with Boise
you get, paid for doing something beginning skiers down the advanced residents. What some people may not
that you enjoy," he said, ' .. , runs. know is that there are five other
Peck, a respiratory' therapy major, , "The PR work is a big part of the quality ski areas within 3-hour driv-
is a licensed, Emergency' Medical Job," Weber said; He also said" ing distance from Boise.
Technician. Peck said although an emergencies are infrequentdepen"" . World,famous.8un Valley,approx-
ErdT license is not a requirement for ding 'on the snow conditions. imately three hours awaY,has66 trails
the Pro Patrol, his training has been Both Weber and Peck said they are running down Baldy' and Dollar
useful. ' pleased with the snow conditions at Mountains. 'Baldy Mountain has
Weber and Peck said they are both Bogus Basin this year. "We haven't challenging trails for intermediate
certified in Winter Emergency Care. seen this kind of snow in the last two and advanced skiers, while Dollar
WEC is an advanced Red Cross first- years, " Peck said. Mountain is just right for beginners.
aid training program and a require- "Financially it's been a good The .resort's efficient lift
ment for all Bogus Basin Pro- year," Weber said. ''An early spring capabilities; eight double-chairs and
Patrolers they said. could diminish skier visits, but the eight triple-lifts, make lift-lines vir-.
According to Peck, knee injuries skiing is just as good. And if you like tually non-existent and give skiers
, are the most common accidents. "We -spring skiing when it's kind of slushy" plenty Qf time to spend on the slopes.
.treatthem on the hill. ,We.ice their' . where you'can really carve you edges People Can ski Sun Valley from 9
knee down and put.a splint on," he in and turn, it's a lot of fun," he said. a.m.-4 p.m, every day of the week.A
said. Weber said at Bogus there are ap- full-day pass costs $33, and a half-
Weber said skiers occasionally cut': proximately ISO ski patrolers who day pass, from' I p.m, to closing,
themselves on their skis or poles. rotate throughout the season. Most ' costs $24. Ski equipment can be
'Sometimes incidents are more serious arc part-time, a smaller number are rented for between $10 and $20. ,
such as heart attacks, Weber said. full-time, he said. Sun Valleyalso has over 150master
Peck said he was part of a rescue instructors from around the world to
teach people how to ski or improve
technique.'Group lessons ate $39 an
hour, and private lessons start at $45
ail hour.' '
In addition to Alpine skiing, there
are several nordic trails for cross-
country skiers.
Because Sun Valley is a popular
year-round resort; lodging sometimes
can be hard to find; Representatives
at The Sun ValleyChamber of Com-
merce recommend that people call to
make reservations at least a couple
days in advance if they plan to stay
in the Sun Valley area. '
For more informaiion on Sun
Valley, caU 726-3423.
Brundage Mountain, eight miles
north of McCall and less than two-
and-a-half hours from Boise, has 18
runs with terrain for all skills. One
platter lift and two rope tows assist
beginners on the easiest runs, while
, two chair lifts take skiers up the
mountain to the more difficult trails.
"t.>"
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To: Kristie .Grothaus, Kelly
Shoemaker, Th>y Paulson, Kathie
Adams, Shannon Donahue, John
Hibbard, Celestin Smith, Phedra
Harris, Randy Yadon,Rob Meyer,
Robert Drewes' and. 'Iom Kinsey.
Thank you for doing a great job on
Blue Sky. Itwould not haveworked
without. your, dedication.
BLOOM COUNTY
~~~
BWOD PLASMA DONORS Help
save a child's life and earn extra cash
while watching TV. New ~nors and
donors who have not donated in the
last 30 days will receive $12 if you
bring in this ad. American Plasma,
1021Broadway, across from Cobby's.
Call 338-<l613.(open Thes.,Wed., Fri.
and Sat.)
Resort Hotels, Cruise lines, Airlines,
and Amusement Parks, Now accept-
ing applications for spring and sum-
mer jobs, internships and career Posi-
tions. For more information and an
application, write: National Col-
legiate Recreation Service; P.O: Box
8074; Hilton Head SC 29938:
TO TRANSFER: 2-year fitness Co.
membership-all transfer fees paid
by me with first month's dues thrown
in (16.00/month) Unlimited aerobic
classes, weights, bicycles, jacuzzi,
showers and access to tanning
facilities. Registered dietician on
staff. Call Stacy at 345-6470evenings,
keep trying.
Young Adult Support Group
(through age 23); Exploring Sexual
Identity and Alternative Life Styles.
Friday evenings 7-9 p.rn, at the Com-
munity Center; 1915 West State
Street; Boise, Idaho. Sponsored by
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (PFLAG). For more informa-
tion call: Ruth Garrison (PFLAG) at
362-5316 and. Peggy Zimmerman,
M.Coun. at 343-1202.
, .
Perception Dancer kayak. Excellent
condition, padded cockpit tloatbags.
Yellow.$500. Evenings 385-0541.
Scars electric typewriter with
memory correction. Like new. With
case and accessories. $150. Evenings
385-0541. .
Alaska Summer Employment-c-
Fisheries. Earn $600/week in can- .'
nery; $8,000-$12,000 for two
months on fishing vessel. Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For 52-pageemploy-
ment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008, Seattle, WA
98124.-30 day, unconditional 160
percent money-back guarantee. .
Found: Baby Brynn's Photo album
dated 5-21-88. Pick up at BSU Print
Shop.
For Sale: 8 ft. Regulation Brunswick
Pool table. $100. Call 336-2181-Ray.
. The Political Science Association is
now accepting papers for its 11nnual
journal. Thrn submissions into .the
. Political Science office. Deadline:
March 15.
'IYplng and word processing by
Virginia. Reasonable rates. 343-7401.
.Zlon National Park or Mt. Rainier
Climb. Spring Break trip now being
planned. Pre-trip meeting every
Thursday 7:15 p.m, in The Outdoor
Rental Center. Call 385-1946,
Monday-Saturday for more
information.
Mark lWalnsaid "Broad charitable
views of men and things cannot be
aquired by vegetating in one little
corner of the earth all one's lifetime."
Discover the world beyond Boise via
Boise State's Studies Abroad Pro-.
. gram. For more information contact
the Studies Abroad Office, Room 314
Education' Building, Phone
385"3652.
SOLVE YOUR PSYCHE'S PROB.
lems; take a course from journalism
instructor Dan "Sigmund" Morris .
He knows what you've been dream-
ing, he knowswhen you're anal reten-
tive, he knows if you've been fantasiz-
ing, so be Oedipal and let him help
you. .
More Newsbriefs
Native American .schclarshlps
American Indian Scholarships, Inc., of Albuquerque, NM, has
announced the availability of fellowship grants for native
American graduate students for the 1989-90academic year. Native
American students planning on going to graduate school are en-
couraged to apply. Students in all fields of graduate study are eligi-
ble, but applicants in business, education, engineering, health, law
and natural resources are given priority.
To be considered for an AIS fellowship, applicants must be en-
rolled members of federally recognized tribes or Alaska Native
groups and apply for campus-based aid at their college financial
aid offices. The eligible students should request an application by
contacting American Indian Scholarhips, Inc, 4520 Montgomery
Blvd. NE, Suiie I-B, Albuquerque, NM 87109, (505) 881-4584.
. Takehara shows stuff around U.S.
BSU art professor and ceramist John Takehara has been invited
to exhibit his work at the International Ceramic Conference in.
Arizona and the National Council of Education for Ceramic Art
.in Missouri.
Thkehara will show two pieces at the Northern Arizona Univer-
sity Gallery, which is hosting the ceramic conference. Theexhibit
. will include the work of American and Scandinavian ceramists.
Four Thkehara ceramics have been sent to the Media Galley in
Kansas .City, Mo., where the NCECA conference will be held.
Brain
Bran
by Jim,
McColly.
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ACROSS
1 Cry
4 Vessel
8 SomeraauJ1;
colloq.
12 Macaw
13 Courageous
person
14 Japanese naUva
1~~~~~er
19 Half an em
20 Scottllh cap
~J~:1Per
23 Barr8cuda
25.SoIl0r: colloq,' .
28 Hebrew Iellor
27 Orglll1ol
hearing
28 Weight of Indio
29 III-nalured:
colloq.
32 AttICIe
33 BIrd
35 Football POI,
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3801 ...
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42 Antlered lII1lmlll
43 Covet
45 rowel
, lnacrlptlon
4lI Merrlment
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48 FootllkelWt
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~~~
58 Anger
57Ulole"
58 God of love
59 Ordinance
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7 Force
8 Cooling devl~
~ Roman 51
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. 21 Containers
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41 Passageway
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43 Burden
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"5 Th.lm."
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49 Pllld
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51 Condenlled
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Black Student Union President Loveworks for awareness
by Karen Kammann
The University News
pus; the assistant adviser to Dama
Soghop, the Native American
organization; a co-organizer. of the
Multicultural Panel; and the chair of
the Committee for the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Holiday. He said he holds
some of the positions as part of his
job as student assistant to the dean
of student special services.
Anyone interested in joining any
of the groups, including the Black
Student Union, should call him at
385-1583.
"People ask me why am Iso in-
volved in all the different groups and
clubs. I consider myself a world or
universal citizen ... I'm not a black
American, or English or Russian ... I
feel that we're all brothers, and so I'm
a universal citizen."
Love, who has a black American
father and a white English mother,
said he moved to Mountain Home
from Liverpool when he was 10. He
is the youngest of six children and,
he said, "I seem to have had the least
amount of problems."
He moved to Boise when lie was
17 to live With some friends of the
family and attend Boise High School
because he wanted "to get in on the,
. progression movement in Boise" and
was interested in punk and- "new
wave" culture, he said.
'Between Mountain Home and
Boise, Love lived in Idaho Falls,
where he moved after his sophomore
year of high school and where, he
said, he wanted to sec if people would
accept him for himself in spite of his
color and unusual appearance. "It
took almost a whole year," he said,
"but by the end of the year, I made
prom king."
While he is at BSU, he said, "I'd
like to encourage students to get in-
volved and to speak up and to let
their voices be heard," He said
nothing on campus will change if no-
one says or does anything about it.
Love said he thinks peace is the on-
ly way to change the world. For ex-
ample, he said, being violent against
the skinheads does not solve
anything.
"There arc so many good people
in the world. It's a shame to let bad
incidents overshadow the good," he
, said.
Love said he thinks students need
to be more involved with national
issues and those' in the rest of jhe
world, not just on campus. He said,
"There's a lot of work to be done,
and it's up 10 young people to do it.
I think it's up to the students."
dent Union originated in the early
1970s during the black unity move-
ment, and independent black stu-
dent unions are at campuses ail over
the country.
Love said the group's plans for the
future include a protest he is discuss-
ing of the skinhead convention at
Hayden Lake in April. Also, he said,
. "We plan on having some
more ... educational programs on
Africa in general and South Africa
and apartheid,"
Love said he knows several people
who have had problems with racist
behavior on campus but, for the
most part, he said, "People tend to
think more negatively about my dif-
ferent style of dress or hair than my
skin color."
Nevertheless, while he was eating
in the Student Union's Board Dining
Room last week, a white football
player climbed on a chair, got peo-
ple's attention and, according to
Love, announced he was going to tell
a racial joke so any black people pre-
sent should not be offended. Love
said the football player told the
following joke: "What's the hardest
thing for a black man? The second
grade. "
This semester, the BSU Black Stu-
dent Union has organized a protest
because the university and the state
do not recognize Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. 's Birthday; held an evening
of edueationon apartheid; and spon-
sored an on-campus dance:
Eric Love is the president of the
Black Student Union and, although
he does not do the group's work
alone, he IS one of the organization's
most active members.
Love said he originally became in-
volved with the Black Student Union
because "I had an interest to interact
with other black students, because I'd
never really had that chance,"
He said he also was interested in
bettering the image, or combating the
stereotypes, of blacks on campus.
The group has goals of "Educating
students, not only on black culture
and black issues, but peace issues and
human rights issues. I think we've ac-
complished pretty much all of our
goals this year," he said.
The issues addressed by the club
also are issues whichmatterto him
personally, Love said.
1988 Homecoming King Eric Love.There are so many good people in the
world, it's a shame to let bad incidents
overshadow the good.
-Eric Love
Photo by Mark P. Jones
Education partners program
provides learning opportunities
by Carol O'Brien
The University News
Christine McGarvin is I3SU pro-
ject coordinator for the Partners in
Education program through the In-
dependent School District of Boise.
McGarvin said, '.'Partners in Educa-
tion is an opportunity for BSU
students to present information from
their area of interest to school
children and teachers in the Boise
area."
BSU students can get extra credit
in class or one internship credit for
doing projects, presentations or
demonstrations in the area schools.
This program is open to all BSU
students regardless of major. McGar-
vin said, "Up until now the program
has been with particular teachers
connected with particular schools,
junior and senior high schools, but '
I am putting togethera list of all
possible students as well as for
teacher workshops. These are basic
subjects which arc geared to a par-
ticular level in school. For instance,
a foreign language student might go
to a grade school for a few hours and
teach children how to count from one
to 10, or how to speak a few basic
wordsof the language," McGarvin
said.
McGarvin is doing this as her
honors internship project and is open
to any ideas or suggestions as well as
being available to answer questions,
she said.
Anyone interesied in the oppor-
tunity to assist in this project or get
class credits should contact McGar-
vin at 338-9203 or leave a message for
her at the Honors Office care of
Partners in Education. Leave a name,
'phone number, address, topic for
presentation and major. McGarvin
said she needs to compile a list of
students and their topics for area
teachers, so the deadline to contact
her is March 15.
There are two ways to volunteer-
giving a presentation on.a subject in
one's area of interest to a .par-
ticipating school or applying to work
directly with community businesses
which are partners in education, she
said.
The club has taken a more active
role on those issues than in the past
- because, Love said, '~We've had more
active members this year."
Previously, Love said, the club had
fewer members but now has a mail-
ing list or" approximately 30 and an
'activc membership of approximate:
Iy 12. Of the active members, Love
said, three or four are black; the club
is open to anyone who wants to join.
Love said the group has been well
received on the whole. "I've had a few
phone calls and one letter, but none
of them were thrcatcning-i-dcrog-
atory names and things like that,"
that."
Love said he. thought one series of
phone calls, made once a day for
three days,probably came from the
same person. "I thanked him for call-
ing every day ... and said it remind-
ed me that I was doing something
right. I said, 'I'll talk to you tomor-
row' and hung up, and he never did
call back."
One common response, Lovesaid,
is that ~'A lot of people think that
'Well, why do you have a BlackStu-
dent Union? We don't have a white
one.' " He said the name Black Stu-
"It wasn't even a funny joke," Love
said.
He said he thinks that the BSU ad-
ministration is making progress
toward overcoming racism but that
the campus as a whole is not. He
cited the committee the administra-
tion set up to make plans to celebrate
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birth-
day at BSU next year as an example
of their progress.
Love said he thought part of the
problem with prejudice at BSU is
that many of the blacks on campus
are athletes, many of whom accept
the stereotype of the "black athlete'
and behave as they think people ex-
pect them to.
Love said he will be involved in the
Black Student Union next year
whether he is an officer or not (elec-
tions will be held in April), and he
thinks the group has grown this year
and will continue to grow and be able
to survive as a strong group in future
years.
In addition to being Black Student
Union president, Love is the vice-
president of the University Am- '
bassadors.. the assistant adviser to
MeCHA, the Hispanic club on cam- Abortion
•continued from page one
According to McAlister, the at-
titude of "life devoid of value" leads
to abortion, infanticide arid
euthanasia. It allows babies to be
used 'in fetal and cosmetic
experiments, she said. .
McAlister said that, in the United
States, abortions kill one fetus every
20 seconds, 4,000 fetuses every day
and Imillion fetuses every five years.
Since the 1973 Roe vs, Wade decision,
24 million fetuses have been killed,
she said.
"We call an unborn baby a fetus
to avoid the issue that babies are be-
ing killed," McAlister said.
According to McAlister, the
number of babies' and teenagers in
our society is' declining and this
threatens our economic base and
Social Security system; As the
number of retired people rises and
the number of workers declines,
euthanasia will become a solution for
those with a "life devoid of value"
mentality, she said.
MeAlister said Glaza misled peo-
ple when he said the majority of
women had no regrets about 'getting
an abortion. The reason they do not
. feel remorse at first is "because they
.are in a state of denial. Eventually
they do feel the hurtand pain," she
said. . .
O~e.qucstiOn'asked was, "lfwe
-make abortion 'ilIegal, will that set
'bl!ck~therjghtsof women?".
Iii. Boise State University Student Union&Activities
A Multi-Media
Concert
with,
Steve'~aton
" and
MOUNTAJN VISIONS
McAlister said it would not. Since
95 percent of all women having abor-
tions name social problems as their
primary reason, we need to find
answers to social problems so abor-
tions will not be considered an op-
tion. McAlister said nothing is solved
by doing an abortion on a poor
woman and then sending her back to
the same environment.
. Also in response to the question,.
Glaza said, "If you do not have the
right to fertility, you do not have
equal rights."
In his closing arguments, Glaza
said the way to prevent abortion is
not to make it illegal, but to reduce
the number of unwanted pregnancies
by making contraceptives more easily
available; providing. people with a
better teacher than experience; rais-
ing the self-esteem of young people
and providing them with real career
opportunities; and providing safer
and more effective methods of birth
control without side effects.
. MeAI,ister said the "Right to Life"
stanee offers a value for human life.
She. said the 'purpose of the
moderated discussion was. not intend-
ed tochange minds, but rather to
challenge and ge1 people to think
about the issues.
The discussion was sponsored by
the Student Programs Board.
The formation of-a Common
.Adventure' Outdoor
~ Information Exchange Center--v.St:el1e.~ton ~ be. P~0rmln40rlglDal.:ong. inspired by Idaho's.Great Outdoors.
......-~ountafnVislon~ battery ofJ1.lne,(9)ellde projecton choreograph llve music and
outdoor vbuab into this extravagant ,multi·medlapromotion. Don't miss it ,
Tuesday, March 7,1989
Special Events Center - Boise State University
. • Information ExchaDge .
.... .5:30 - 7:30 p1u . . Mu1t1~Med1aCOncert. 7:30 pJD
Speclal Events <:enter·LOb))y Tickets $2.00 at thedQor
'.':
